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In their paper on pseudo-boundaries and pseudo-interiors R. Geoghegan and R. R. Summerhill 
construct k-dimensional pseudo-boundaries in Iw”, where they used West’s notion of a pseudo- 
boundary, rather than Toruticzyk’s. In this paper we construct pseudo-boundaries in the sense of 
Toruriczyk (skeletoids) in Iw” and use this result to find k-dimensional skeletoids in the Hilbert cube. 
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0. Introduction 
The first studies on pseudo-boundaries in infinite-dimensional topology are 
Anderson’s paper [1] and Bessaga and Pelczyfiski’s paper [2]. Their notion of a 
pseudo-boundary was generalized to arbitrary complete metric spaces by Toruliczyk 
[14] (these pseudo-boundaries are called skeletoids) and differently by West [ 151 
(called absorbers in this paper). 
Curtis and van Mill [7] have proved that every dense a-Z-set in the Hilbert cube 
Q that is homeomorphic to the product of Cantor’s discontinuum and the set of 
rationals is a skeletoid for the zero-dimensional Z-sets. We generalize this by 
constructing for every k a skeletoid in Q for the Z-sets with dimension k. This result 
plays an important role in [9], where ‘fake Hilbert spaces’ are constructed that 
approximate I2 closer than known ‘fake Hilbert spaces’. These spaces are shown to 
be non-homeomorphic to 1’ by proving that up to a given dimension k they have 
the same negligibility properties as 1* but from this number on the properties differ. 
We are also interested in the subtle distinction there is between skeletoids and 
absorbers. Geoghegan and Summerhill [I I] have proved the existence of k- 
dimensional absorbers in euclidean n-space R”. They have chosen for absorbers 
since they consider skeletoids unsuitable for finite dimensional spaces. We show, 
however, that also skeletoids exist and hence that the absorbers constructed in [1 1] 
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are in fact also skeletoids. Finally, we give an example in Q and R” of an absorber 
that fails to be a skeletoid. 
1. Preliminaries 
All topological spaces in this paper are separable and metrizable. If X is a space 
then 9?(X) denotes the group of autohomeomorphisms on X and lx or simply 1 
denotes the identity. If p is a metric on X and f and g are functions into X with 
the same domain Y then p^(f, g) = sup,, y p (f(y), g(y)) G [0, co]. Let Y be a collection 
of closed subsets of X that is invariant under the action of Z(X) and that is 
hereditary, i.e. each closed subset of a member of Y is in 9 9’, denotes the collection 
of all countable unions of elements of 9’. 
Definition 1.1. An element A of 9’(, is called an 9’-P-absorber if for every compatible 
metric p on X, every c > 0, SE Y and closed set F in X there exists an h E x(X) 
such that the restriction h ( F = 1, h(S\F) c A and p^( h, 1) < 8. 
Definition 1.2. An increasing sequence (A,):=, of elements of Y is called an 
Y-skeleton if for every compatible metric p on X, E > 0, natural number n and S E 9’ 
there exist an h E X(X) and an m E N such that h 1 A, = 1, h(S) c A, and p^( h, 1) < F. 
The set Uz=, A,, E Yc is called an Y-skeletoid. 
Definition 1.3. Let p be a metric on X, E > 0 and E a subset of R(X). An element 
h of x(X) is called an s-push of (X, p) in- E if there exists an e-isotopy H on 
(X,p)suchthatH,=l,H,=handforeveryt~[O,l],H,~E. 
Definition 1.4. An increasing sequence (A,):==, of elements of Y is called a strong 
Y-skeleton if for every compatible metric p on X, E > 0, natural number n, SE Y 
and every closed set F in X with F n S = 4 there exist an E-push h of (X, p) in 
{f~ WX)iflFu A, = 11 an d an rngN such that h(S)cA,. The set l_lT=, A,,EY, 
is called a strong Y-skeletoid. 
Obviously, every strong 9’-skeletoid is an Y-skeletoid. In a complete metric space 
every strong Y-skeletoid is an Y-absorber. A proof of this last statement can be 
found below. If Y is a collection for which both absorbers and skeletoids exist then 
one can prove by merging the proofs of the uniqueness theorems [ 11, 2.51 and [3, 
IV. 2.11 that the concepts y-absorber and 9’-skeletoid coincide. 
If ,JJ2Fk is the collection of ‘tame’ compact subsets of R” with dimension s k, then 
Geoghegan and Summerhill [l l] have proved that an 9i:,-absorber exists. In Section 
2 we prove that there is a strong lJ?Fk-skeletoid. This skeletoid is in view of the 
claim made above also an’JJtrk-absorber. Using the uniqueness theorem for absorbers 
(see e.g. [ 11, Thm. 2.51) and the fact that definition 1.4 is invariant under R(X) we 
find that the !JJlzk-absorber in [l l] is also a strong ‘9Rzk-skeletoid. 
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compact tame polyhedra: U Z’\F =iJz, Pp Push X successively away from 
PI, P2, PJ, . . . and take care that at stage i the set F u Ujr: P, remains fixed. 
Notation. Let NC be the set of all points (x,, . . . , x,) E R” for which at most k 
coordinates xi are rational. Let P, be the subgroup of I that corresponds to 
permutating the n coordinates. We have the following statement for N; 
where Q is the set of rationals. 
Lemma 1.10. mzk = {f(X) IKE x(R)” and X a compact subset of NE}. 
Proof. The inclusion glykl,c {f(X) [f~ x(R”), X compactc Nz} is a consequence 
of Lemma 1.9. For the second part consider Bothe’s theorem (Bothe [5] or Engelking 
[lo, p. 1231) that every compact subset X of NE can be embedded in the Menger 
space Mi by an f~ %?(lR”). Geoghegan and Summerhill [I 1] use this space to 
construct their yxFk-absorber and show that it is an element of %lzk. Using the 
Propositions 1.7 and 1.8 we find that X is an element of m:k. 
2. Skeletoids in R” 
In this section we prove that ?JJJ1yk-skeletoids exist. k and n are fixed throughout 
this section. 
We begin by introducing a cell structure on R’, I= 0, 1,2, . . . For i = 0, 1,2, . . . , Bf 
is the collection of all cubes in R’ that have the form 
i [Ttlj3-‘, (WZj+ 1)3-‘1, 
j=l 
where m,, m2,. . . , lzz, are integers. Define furthermore 
K,={zlrninteger], i=O,l,2 ,..., 
and K = l_lz,, K,. Note that K. c K, c K2 c . . . and that the I-fold product ( Ki)’ is 
the set of centres of the members of 2:. Let St- denote the open E-balls that 
correspond with the maximum metric d, on R’. 
Our construction of an 91:-skeletoid is based on the space Mz, which was 
introduced by Menger [13] and which we modify slightly. Consider the following 
collection of (n - k - I)-dimensional planes in R”: 
~={a({p}~R”~~~‘)~p~K~+‘andcu~P,,}. 
Select an enumeration (L,):,, of 2 such that if L, = a({~} X[Wndk-‘) then p E ( Ki)k+’ 
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for i=O, 1,2 ,.... Define for m EN the closed sets 
F,” = R”, 
Fz”,, = F~\S+~(L,), i = 0, 1,2,. . 
and A, = f-)2, Fm. It is easily seen that Fm can be written as a union of members 
of K+,-1. For each rn E N define the compactum 
II, = A, n [-WI, ml”. 
Obviously, we have the situation: 
F;cF;cF;c..‘, 
A,~A~cA,c...and 
B,cBz~B3~,... 
Let h be an element of X(R) with h(K) = Q. Since (h x h X. . . x h)(UZ’) = R”\N; 
and since B, n UZ= 4 Lemma 1.10 yields that B, E ,JJ?Fk. 
Theorem 2.1. (B,)z=, is a strong YJl:k-skeleton. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. Before we 
start with the actual proof some S-pushes of Rkt’ are introduced. 
Let F E (0, f] and define cpr : [0, ~0) + [ 1,~) by 
II if r3 1. 
Note that the functionf( r) = T(D,( Y), TE [0, co), is a piecewise linear homeomorphism 
of [0, ~0) with the propertyf([O, a)) = [O,:). Using the vector space structure of Rkt’ 
we define for F E (0, i] the autohomeomorphism xF by 
vx E [Wk+‘, X>.(X) = (PF(dk+l(X, 0)1x. 
xF fixes Rk”\(-1, l)ki’ and satisfies: 
XE(S:+‘(O)) = $30) 
The appendix is devoted to a proof of the statement: 
vx, y E Rk+‘, ~k+,(X~(~),Xt(~))~~dk+l(X,~)~ 
Since x,,~ = 1 it is easily seen that for every E E (0, $1, xF is a 2-push of (lQk+‘, dk+,) in 
{fE x(Rk+‘)(Vx, YE Rk+‘, dk+l(f(X),f(y))~-fdk+l(X, Y) andflRk+‘\(-l, l)k+‘= 1). 
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and 
Hf” = Gf 0 Hf. 
Note that h, = H{ and that ( H’)zo is uniformly Cauchy. So H = lim,,, H’ exists 
and is a 3-j+’ -homotopy of (R”, &) with Ho = 1. We show that H is an isotopy. 
Since Gf E E for every 1 and t the functions H, are also supported by the compact 
set [-j,j]“. In view of this it suffices to prove that Hf is one-to-one for t E [0, 11. Let 
t E [O, l] and let x and y be distinct points in R”. Select an 1 E N such that 2’. c&(x, y) > 
1. Since GEE E, s=O, 1,2 ,..., we have that 
Vz, Z’E R”, d,(G:(z), G;(z’)) ~$&,(z, z’) 
and hence that 
d,(H:(x), H;(y)) B (+)I. 4,(x, Y) > 3-‘. 
Since G” is a 3-“-j . -tsotopy with Gg = 1 it follows that &+,(H, 0 (Hi)-‘, 1) <$3-‘-‘. 
Consequently, 
d,(H,(x), K(y)) > d,(#(x), H:(y))-3 .3-‘-‘> 0 
and H,(x) # H,(y). It is obvious that H, fixes F u B,. So we have proved that h = H, 
is a 3-j+’ -push of (R”,d,) in {~~%?(lR”)~y]FuB,,,=l}. F%‘~F’<+‘~F~‘~.~. 
leads, together with h,(9) c F’,+‘, s = 0, 1,2, . . , to 
h(S’) = !& h,(S’) c ii F’,+’ =/I,+,. 
c=o 
Since S’ is contained in [-j, j]” and since h fixes the complement of [-j, j]” this 
implies, that 
h(S’)c B,+,=A,+,n[-j-l,j+l]“. 
Now it remains to perform the construction of the h,‘s. 
Assume that h, has been defined. Since h, = g,_, 0 g,_, 0 . . .o g,, we have that h, 
fixes F u B,. Consider the situation: 
SC c, h,(C\UYC) = C\UYt and (S’\B,)nUYL= #A 
This implies that 
US’)\& = c\uyt 
and since L, E 9~ YC and L1 n B, = qf~ we have that h,(9) and L, are disjoint. 
Moreover, we may derive that 
h,(S’)c h,(S’\B,)uh,(S’n B,)c C. 
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Since S’ is compact there exists an r E {3,4,5, . . .} such that 
Let L, be of the form a({ p} x Rn-k-‘) where (Y E P,, and p E ( Kok+‘. Let q be a 
3-‘-‘-isotopy of (lRk+‘, dk+‘) such that ?P’, = 1, q’ = ‘/J;+,,~ and 9, E E,+j for t E [0, I]. 
Consider now the product Rkf’ x[W*~~~’ = R” and the projection ~1 Rk+’ xlWnpkp’ + 
lQ”-k-‘. Let J be the cube in $fzj’ of which p is the centre. Define C = 
?T(J XR”-k-’ n (Y-l (C)) and g = -rr(J x[W”-~-’ n a-‘(F)). Since the diameter of / 
with respect to dk+, is 3-l-j and since d,( C, F) > 3-j we have that C and fi are 
disjoint. Let p: RnPkP’ + [0, I] be a Urysohn function with p(C) c { 1) and p(F) c (0). 
Define 0 E X(W”) by 
VXERk+’ , vy E FP-‘, 0(X, Y) = (~pcy,(XL Y) 
and put g, = (Y 0 0 0 (Y-‘. Since 9’ E El+j for t E [0, l] it follows that g, is a 3-‘-‘-push 
of (W”, d,,) in 
Since Fc IR”\(Y(J x(R”-~-‘\@)) and since B, c A, c Fj,, = F{\Sij-i-~(L,) this 
implies that g, is a 3~‘-‘-push of (I&!“, d,,) in E. 
Define now .h,+’ = g, 0 hl. We prove that h,+,(C\UX) = C\lJX and h,+,(S’) c 
#Ii. Note that for every t E [0, l] and D E 2tfct:‘, Vt( D) = D. This implies that for 
each DE $;+j, g,(D) = D. Both F{+’ and C can be written as union of members of 
A’+, and hence we have that g,( F{+‘) = F{+’ and gr(C) = C. Define g’E X(R”) by 
g’ = (Y 0 ( (cl;+j,p x 1 R”-km’) 0 K’. g’ is a member of r and consequently g’( UX) = U.7”. 
We show that g’]C = g,lC. Let x E Rkt’ and y E RnPkP’ such that a(x, y) E C. If x E J 
then y E 2 and p(y) = 1. This implies that 0(x, y) = ($;+,,P(x), y) and hence that 
g,(cu(x, y)) = g’(a(x, y)). If X’Z J then F,(x) = x = I/J;,,,(X) for every t E [0, l] and 
consequently g,(cr(x, y)) = a(x, y) = g’(cz(x, y)). Now we have gl(C\lJX) = C\lJX. 
and h,+,(C\UY0 = C\UYl. Since (cl;+j,,(s;;;“,,(p)) = s;.&‘(p) and 
d,( h,(S’), L,) 2 $3p’pj/r we have that g’( h,(S’)) and S~~~‘~JF’(L,) are disjoint. Since 
g, 0 h,(S’) c g[(Fj+‘) = F{+‘, g’]h,(S’) = g,lh,(S’) and F{Tt = F{+‘\Si3-~-~-~(L,) this 
implies that 
h,+,(S’) = g, 0 h,(S’) c F:;;. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
3. The Hilbert cube 
In this section the result obtained in Section 2 is used for the construction of a 
k-dimensional skeletoid in the Hilbert cube Q. 
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Definition 3.1. A closed subset A of a space X is a Z-set if for every metric p on 
X and every F > 0 there exists a continuous function f: X + X\A with b(f; 1) < E. 
In the Hilbert cube the concepts skeletoid and strong skeletoid coincide: 
Theorem 3.2. Let Y be a hereditary, invariant collection of Z-sets in Q. Then every 
9’-skeleton is a strong Y-skeleton. 
Proof. The background of this proof can be found in Chapman [6]. We begin with 
some definitions. A continuous functionf: X + Y is called proper if for every compact 
subset C of Y, f’(C) is compact. If % is an open covering of a space Y and F is 
a continuous function from X x I (where I = [0, 11) into Y, then we say that F is 
limited by % if for each x E X the set F({x} x I) is contained in some element of 
011. Let 0 be an open subset of a space Y and let 011 be an open covering of 0. 011 
is called a fading covering of 0 in Y if for every x E Y\O and every neighbourhood 
V of x there is neighbourhood W of x such that St( W, %) = 
U{U~OUIUnW#~}cV.NotethatifHisanisotopyofOwithH,=lthatis 
limited by a fading covering then the extension H, u 1 (x,oJ, t E I, is an isotopy of Y. 
Let (Ai);“=, be an Y-skeleton in Q. C is a closed set in Q, m E N, F > 0 and SE Y 
with S n C = 4. Since Q = nz, I is compact it suffices to consider the metric p, 
given by 
Put 6 = i min{e, p( C, S)}. There exists anfE 9?‘(Q) and an n > rn such thatf[A, = 1, 
f(S) c A,, and b(f; 1) < 6. Noting that Q is a convex subset of the linear space R” 
define F:(A,uS)xl+QxZ by 
F(x, t) = (tf(x) + (1 - t)x, t). 
Let ~7 be the projection Q x I + Q. Observe that for all x E A,,, u S the diameter of 
rr( F({x} X I)) is less than 6. If X = (A,,, x I) u (S x (0, 1)) then FIX is an embedding. 
Since A, u S is a Z-set in Q the set F(X) c (A, u S) x 1 is a Z-set in Q x I. According 
to Thm. 11.2 in [6] there exists an embedding F’ of (A,,, u S) x I in Q x I such that 
F’IX = FIX and p^( r ~F’,rroF)<&DefineG=~oF’andG’=GI(S\A,)xI.Let 
M be the open set Q\(A,,, u C). Observe that the image of G’ is contained in M 
and that G’ is a proper function. 
We now construct a fading covering of M in Q. Since Y = G’((S\A,) x I) is a 
closed subset of M we can find a fading covering 011 of M\Y in Q such that every 
element of % has diameter less than E (Borsuk [4, p. 701). Consider now the partition 
{Zi 1 i E N} of S\A, defined by 
Zi={x~S\A,(2-‘<p(x,A,)<2-‘}, iEN. 
Since G(Z, XI) has a compact closure in M we can define the positive number 
vi = $(A,, G(Zi x I)). Let V be the collection of open sets {V, 1 x E S\A,} where if 
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x E 2, 
V, = {y E M Ip(y, A,) > vi and p(y, G({x} x I)) < min(6,2-I)}. 
G’ is limited by % u V”, which covers M. Note that for x E S\A,, diam( V,) 4 
diam G({x} x I) +26 s diam(n 0 F({x} x I)) +46 < 56 d F and consequently every 
element of 3 u 7f has diameter less than E. In order to prove that % u 2’ is a fading 
covering of M in Q it suffices to show that for every y E Q\M and every Jo > 0 there 
is a .$>O such that St({zEQIp(z,y)<[}, Y’“)c{z~Qlp(z,y)<~}. Consider first 
the case y E C. One easily verifies that {z E Q ) p( z, y) < S} n IJY = 4. Let now y E A,,, 
and j_~ > 0. Since for every t E I, G(y, t) = y there exists an i E N such that 22’ < ~12 
and G((lJ,“,2,)~I)~{z~Q~p(z,y)<~/2}. Put l=min{v,(j<i}. Let ZE V, with 
p(z,y)< 5. ThenxEZ, withjs i and hence G({x} x 1)~ {a E Q\~(a,y) <~/2}.This 
implies that 
We have the following situation: G’ is a proper function from S\A, x I into the 
open subset M of Q, G’ is limited by 011 u ‘V, GA and G’, are embeddings of S\A, 
into the Z-sets S n M and A,, n A4 respectively (Chapman [6, Thm. 3.11) and S\A, 
is locally compact. Theorem 19.4 of [6] guarantees the existence of an isotopy 
H:MxI+M such that H is limited by %uV, r-I,=1 and H,oGh=G{. Since I 
every member of the fading covering % u ‘V has diameter less than E, H, = H, u 
lc.4 ,,,ucj, t E I, is an a-push of (Q, p) in {gE R(Q) IglA, u C = l}. Since H,IS\A, = 
G{IS\A,,, =flS\A, we have that fi,( S) c A,, which completes the proof. 
Remark 3.3. As a corollary to this theorem one has that every Y-skeletoid is an 
Y-absorber. There are, however, collections Y in Q such that Y-absorbers exist but 
no Y-skeletoids. Let Y be the collection of all countable Z-sets in Q. It is well-known 
that every countable dense subset of Q is an Y-absorber. Consider a sequence 
A, c A, c A, c . . in 9. For every i E N there exists a countable ordinal ai such that 
a,th derived set (Ai)(O,’ . IS empty (see Mazurkiewicz-Sierpinski [12]). If /3 is a 
countable ordinal with p > sup{a, I i E N} then [0, u~](~’ # 4. Hence the ordered 
space [0, wp], which is of course embeddable as a Z-set in Q, cannot be embedded 
in any of the A,‘s. This implies that (A,):, is not an Y-skeleton. 
Note that this idea also works in R”. 
Lemma 3.4. If A E 9.Rzk and B E 9X: then A x B E Yll:,‘-C;. 
Proof. Let A E YX& and BE VJJrz. Lemma 1.10 implies the existence of an f~ X(lR”) 
and a g E R(lR”) such that f(A) = N ; and g(B) c N;“. Consequently, one has that 
fxg(AxB)cN;:xNr”cN~=;“andAxBE’~~~+~. 
In the remaining part of this section we shall use the following representation 
for the Hilbert cube. Let CR be the compatification of R! that is obtained by attaching 
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two endpoints --CO and co. Let d be a convex metric on CR that is bounded by 1. 
Now, Q is defined as HE, CR and has metric 
Let ri: Q+ CR be the projection on the ith coordinate. We shall use the following 
facts on Z-sets (see e.g. Bessaga and Pelczynski [3] ch. V). 
Proposition 3.5. Each compact subset of the pseudo-interior s = Hz, R of Q is a Z-set 
in Q. 
Proposition 3.6. If A and B are Z-sets in Q and f is a homeomorphism from A onto 
B with j?(f, 1) < E then there exists a g G SY( Q) such that g 1 A = f and p^(g, 1) < F. 
Let k be a fixed element of {0, 1,2, . . .}. We now construct a k-dimensional 
skeletoid in Q. For every n E N we identify R” with R” x ((0, 0, 0, . . .)} c Q. This gives 
us the following situation: 
[WC~~*C~~C.. .c[w”c.. .c Q 
and in view of Lemma 3.4: 
(%J1 ;;’ c yJ$+* c yJl:;‘c . . . . 
Let 9k be the collection of all Z-sets in Q with dimension d k. Since the elements 
of n:l” are subsets of the pseudo-interior s we have that 9rtl’c .5fk. Let (A:):, 
be an yJJZFk-skeleton in R” for n = 2k + 1,2k + 2, 2k + 3, . . . . We determine inductively 
functions f,, f2, f3, .. . and natural numbers n, < n2 < n3 <. . . , such that for i = 
1,2,3,... 
J; E R(R*k+‘) 
and 
where n, = 1 and f, = 1 Rzk+~. The construction is straightforward. jj(AEF+‘) with j G i 
is an element of !JRz,“” and hence of Ez,“+i+‘. With Proposition 1.8 we find that 
u;=, J(A;;+‘) E Y.l;llf;+i+’ and consequently there exist an f;+, E %!‘(R2ktit1) and an 
ni+, > ni such that IJj=, jj(AZ,:+‘) ~f;+,(Azk+:‘+‘). If we define 
Bi=A(AzFt’), i=1,2,3 ,..., 
then Bi E PZz,“+i c Lfk and 
B,cB,cB,c.... 
Definition 3.7. A continuous function f from a metric space (X, 6) into a space Y 
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is called an &-mapping if for every pair x, y in X with 6(x, y) 2 8, f(x) and f(y) 
are distinct. 
Lemma 3.8. If X is a compact metric space with dimension c k and L a linear 
k + l-variety in lR2k+‘+‘, I= 0, 1,2, . . . , then for every E > 0 the set of e-mappings which 
values miss L is dense in C(X, R2k+‘+’ ), where C(X, Y) is the space of continuous 
functions from X into Y with the topology of uniform convergence. 
The proof of this lemma is an easy adaptation of Engelking [ 10, 1.10.4 and .11.3]. 
Theorem 3.9. (B,)z, is a strong Yk-skeleton. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.2 it suffices to show that (Bi)z’=, is an Yk-Sk ;e leton. 
Since Q is compact we only consider the metric p. Let [> 0, m E N and S E ykpk. 
Proposition 3.6 reduces the problem to finding a j E N and an embedding f of S u B, 
in B, such that f) B, = 1 and p^(A 1) < 5. 
Select an i E N with 2-l < 5/2 and i > m. We shall construct a ‘tame’ embedding 
of S in lR2k+i+‘. Define the function space 
rt={fEC(B,~S,[W~~+‘+‘)I~~~+~+~Of(S)~(-03,0]andf(B,=l} 
Note that 7C is a closed subset of the complete metric space (C( B, u S, R2k+‘-r’), a), 
where d = dzk+i+l, Hence, it is a Baire space. Let H be a closed subset of RZk+‘+’ 
and let E > 0. Define the compactum 
and the set of functions 
Yt(&, HI ={f E Yllf I&, u S, is an E-mapping such that f(S,) n H = 4). 
Claim. If H = a({~} x[Wkti), where LYE P2k+l+, and ~E[W~+‘, then Y~(F, H) is open 
and dense in YC 
Proof. Showing that ?“(F, H) is open is straightforward. Consider the density. Let 
f E X and 6 > 0. The image of f( S, is contained in R’kti x (-00, 01. Select an f in 
C(S,, RZk+’ x (-03,0)) with 8( f 1 S,,f) < S/2. H n (RZkt’ X(-CO, 0)) is a linear k + 
i-variety (or possibly 4) in RZkt’ x (-CO, 0). Applying Lemma 3.8 we find an F- 
mapping g E C(S,, R2k+i x(--co, 0)) with a(g,f’)< 6/2 and g(S,)n H = 4. Since 
B, c RZk+’ x(0} the function h = 1 B,,, u g is an e-mapping from B, u S, into RZk+’ X 
(-CO, 0] that satisfies a(h, f 1 B, u S,) < 6. If we apply Tietze’s theorem coordinate 
wise to the function h - (f 1 B, u S,) we find an extension h’ of h over B, u S with 
the property d^(h’, f) < 6. Because R2kt’ x (-00,0] is convex we may assume that h’ 
is an element of ~L(F, H) and the claim is proved. 
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Consider the set Z’= {a({~} xRkt’) (a E PZkti+, and p E Qkt’}. Select an enumer- 
ation (,L,),“=, of 2 such that for each L E Z’ the set {j E N 1 L = L,} is infinite. Because 
YC is a Baire space the set 
is dense in YC. It is easily seen that the set {y E YCl$( y, 1) < 5/2} is an open non-empty 
subset of Yt. Let h be an element of Dn {yc Yl\i( y, 1) <l/2}. Since h is a l/j 
mapping for every j E N, h is one-to-one and hence an embedding. For every j E N 
h(S,,,) n UT = 4 which means that h(S,,,,) c Ntktit’. Proposition 1.8 and Lemma 
1.10 imply that h(S), which is a subset of B, u U,?, h(S,,,), is an element of 
DJlfi+i+‘. Obviously, one has that p^( h, 1) < 5/2 and h 1 B, = 1. h is the aforementioned 
‘tame’ embedding of S. 
We now consider the sequence (B,),“= ,. The set B, is a subset of B,,, = 
f;+dA2,::‘+ ). Since (fi+,(Afktit’))F, is an %ll:L+i+‘-skeleton there exist a g E 
YUQ 2k+‘+‘)andaj~Nsuchthatg]B,= l,g(h(S))cJ;+,(Ajk+i+‘)ands(g, 1)<5/2. 
Let 1 be such that nr>j and I> i+ 1. Then f;+,(A:k+‘+‘) is a subset of B,,,. The 
embedding f= g 0 h has the following properties: 
f I Bm = 1 n,,,, f(s) = &+I and IU I)<& 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.9. 
Appendix 
In this section we consider the functions (pF : [0, ~0) + [ 1,~) and X~ E X(/X’) which 
are defined by 
and 
X?_(X) = PP(llXll)X, xc@ 
where F E (O,$ and (/x/( = d,(x, 0) = maxlz,,,,,..,, (x,1. In order to prove that for every 
x and y in R’ 
IlXF(X) -x~(v)ll’>-~II~ -Yll, 
we consider four cases. 
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I) If IIxII, ljyll s F or if IIxII, llyll 2 1 then the statement is obvious. 
II) Let F 4 IIxIj, llyll G 1. For some i G 1 we have that IIx-yII = Ix, -y,l. Withou 
loss of generality we may assume that x, -y, 2 0 and xi 2 0. This implies tha 
llxll-IlYII~IIx-YII=xi-Yl and hence we have that IJ y II - y, 2 IIx /I - x,. Since JJx II- 
xi B 0, xi -yi 2 0 and x, Z= 0 we find that xi( llyll - yi) 2 yi( llxll -xi) and consequentl: 
that 
Consider now 
Xr(x)tpX~(Y)i=j(lXE) --(2++$g&+g 
2 
=(Xi-Y1)3(1-E)+3(1-F) 11x11 llyli 
Yi ) lm3& ( xi 
+11x-Yll. 
We may conclude that 
III) Let llyli<~ and e~((xII<l. Select an isl such that IIx-yII=Ix,-yJ. We 
may assume that x, 2 0. We make the following subdivision. 
a) yi 2 xi. Since (Pi is a decreasing function we have that cp,( Ilyll) 2 (p,(llxll) and 
hence that 
I~XF(X)-XE(Y)~~~Y~. cP~(llYll)-~i* (P~~IIXll~~Yi~Xi~IIX~YII~SllX~Yll~ 
b) xi 3 yi. As above we have that yi. llxll2 x, . llyll and consequently: 
Consider 
XF(X), -,&(y)i =x’+z. - 
xi llxll -e _& 
311x11 3 l--E ( > llxll 3.5 
L($_Yi) +; (yy ,,“,i, 
~~(-$-yi)+~xi(~) =;(x,-y,). 
So the conclusion is that IlxE(x)-xF(y)II a$llx-yII. 
IV) Let llyll i 1 and llxll~ 1. A ssume that II x - y 1) = xi - y,. Again we consider two 
cases. 
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a) [xi1 2 1. This implies that xi 3 1. Consider the set A = {z E R’ 1 zi = 1). Obviously, 
there exists an a E A such that Ila 11 = 1 and d,(~(y), A) = 4(x,(y), 0). In view of 
the results obtained above xF satisfies 
4(x~(y), A) = 4(x,(y), a) a%(y, a) a$,(~, A). 
It is easily seen that d,&(y), xc(x)) 2 d,( xE(y), A)+ dl(xF(x), A). This yields: 
4(x~(y)),x~(x))=+,(~,A)+4(x~(x), A) 
~~(d~(y,A)+d,(~,A))=~(l-y,+Xi-l)=~~~~-yII~ 
b) Ix,j~ 1. Define 2 by 
Notethat ))Z:)/ = 1 andthat JJx-yJJ = I\?--yJJ. W p e roved above that JJ,Y~ (2;) - xF (y) 1) 2 
$112 -y I(. Using xF (a) = x and x,(2) = 2 we find that 
IIXFb)-XE(Y)II G= IIxp(~)-xF(Y)II ~3ll~-Yll =+-YII. 
Since we have considered all possible choices of x and y this concludes the proof. 
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